2019 South Kingstown Schools Summer Reading Recommendations:
Students Entering Grade 6
-list created by South Kingstown Library Media Specialists and Reading Teachers

Tried And True: Books and Authors
Applegate, Katherine: The One and Only Ivan
Draper, Sharon: Out Of My Mind. level:S
Graff, Lisa: A Tangle of Knots.level:S
Hunt, Lynda Mullaly: Fish in a Tree
Korman, Gordon: Ungifted. level:T
L'Engle, Margaret: A Wrinkle in Time.level :R
Lewis, C.S: The Chronicles of Narnia
Lupica, Mike: Million Dollar Throw
Palacio, R.J: Wonder. level: V
Pennypacker, Sara: Pax
Riordan, Rick: Percy Jackson and the Olympians (Series).level : W
Rowling, JK: Harry Potter (Series). level:V-Z
Sachar, Louis: Holes.level: V
Tarshis, Lauren: I Survived Collection

Newer Titles: Books and Authors
Angleberger, Tom: Fuzzy
Applegate, Katherine: Wishtree
Barnhill, Kelly: The Girl who Drank the Moon.
Bowling, Dusti: Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
Bradley,Kimberly Brubaker: The War that Saved my Life.
Brosgol, Vera: Be Prepared (Graphic Novel)
Gemeinhart, Dan: Scar Island
Graff, Lisa: The Great Treehouse War
Hood, Susan: Shaking Things up: 14 Young Women Who changed the World
Hashimoto, Meika: The Trail
Korman, Gordon: Restart
Lai, Remy: Pie in the Sky (Hybrid Chapter book/ Graphic Novel)
Magoon, Kekla: The Season of Styx Malone
McNulty, Stacey: The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl
Ryan, Pam Muñoz. Echo
Schmidt, Gary D: Pay Attention, Carter Jones
Tavares, Matt: Growing Up Pedro
Volponi, Paul: Top Prospect
Yang, Kelly: Front Desk